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Chapter 1 : Notice of Interruption - Anchorage Daily News
Mount Vernon is one of the most iconic 18th-century homes in America. George Washington's mind was rarely far from
the lush gardens and majestic views at Mount Vernon. See the working gristmill where George Washington produced
flour, or our functioning distillery where we make whiskey today.

Participants tackle real challenges that Washington faced during his time as General of the Continental Army
and as President of a fledgling nation. You explore each scenario, gathering input from some of the same
historical advisers that Washington listened to. Famous people like Thomas Jefferson and Alexander Hamilton
mix with slaves, farmers, and townspeople to offer you advice. Finally, you must make a choice and advise
George Washington on how to proceed. The Be Washington exhibit is a highly engaging way to learn or get a
refresher course about important conflicts in early American history. A combination of compelling storylines,
digital technology, and smart design make the Be Washington experience both fun and informative. The
spacious room features 18 touch tables, each with two seats, allowing 36 active participants. A foot screen
stretches across the room, offering excellent views from every seat. Additional standing room allows for
observers during busy times. Four, minute rotating scenarios are presented throughout the day, each based on
real situations faced by George Washington. Two scenarios occurred when Washington was General of the
Colonial Army. Each scenario follows the same progression, but each focuses on a very different set of issues
and inputs. The scenario is introduced with a high-production dramatization. Dramatizations introduce the Be
Washington scenarios A narrator summarizes the problem that Washington faced and offers three possible
decisions. Advisors during the Be Washington experience at Mount Vernon Gathering advice during the Be
Washington experience at Mount Vernon Each person uses the touch screen to choose advisors to listen to.
This helps you track input to reach your final decision. Part way through the exercise, additional advisors are
added to the mix. When the alloted time runs out, Jackson returns to present your three options again. Time is
up, and you must choose A, B, or C. What will you advise George Washington to do? Difficult choices Be
Washington Mount Vernon The group votes are summarized on screen, an interesting look at how others in
the room chose to advise Washington. In the end, we learn what George Washington actually did and how that
decision affected the future of the United States. We participated in two of the four Be Washington scenarios.
In the Whiskey Rebellion, Washington faces a popular uprising against federally imposed taxes. As the
scenarios played out, we found ourselves switching opinion several times. The entire Be Washington
experience gives visitors a deep appreciation for the difficult choices George Washington had to make. Be
Washington is a very compelling and enjoyable way to learn. There is no additional charge and you can repeat
as many times as you like, though you will be asked to leave and return if others are waiting. The experience is
recommended for ages 8 and up, though there is no firm age requirement. Loud noises and depictions of
battles could be disturbing to some viewers. The theater is ADA compliant and wheelchair friendly. Closed
captions appear on the screen and the experience is accessible for hearing impaired guests. Scenarios rotate
throughout the day, so there is always a show starting soon. Stop by to pick up your ticket, then enjoy the
museum until your number is ready. Be Washington opens to the public on February 12th, , one week before
Presidents Day weekend.
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Chapter 2 : George Washingtonâ€™s Mount Vernon and Estates (U.S. National Park Service)
The Mansion of George Washington's Mount Vernon is one of the most iconic 18th-century homes in America. George
Washington's beloved Mount Vernon began as a one and one-half story house built in by his father, Augustine, and
received its well-known name during the ownership of his half.

Mansion House Farm included the mansion house and its surrounding area. He also produced other grains and
foods which allowed him to successfully rotate his crops and experiment with various farming methods.
Washington was intimately involved in the goings-on of Mount Vernon, agricultural and otherwise. Even as
he led his country, he also led the activities of Mount Vernon. Fewer than half were owned by George
Washington: Many who worked at Mansion House Farm were craftsmen such as blacksmiths and carpenters.
Others were weavers and cooks. They toiled from sunup to sundown every day but Sunday. In addition to
taking care of Mount Vernon, they also handled their own daily chores such as caring for livestock, planting
and harvesting gardens and cooking and preserving food. Days off were also rare, although they were usually
given for Christmas , Easter and other religious holidays. Washington was, at times, a brutal slave master.
Although some reports state he treated his slaves well, documentation shows he worked them relentlessly,
employed harsh punishment and sold them at will, often separating families. Other slaves chose more passive
ways of protest such as underperformance, theft and sabotage. Martha Washington went to great lengths to
capture Oney Judge but she eluded her grasp. She could not legally free her dower slaves, however, and they
were returned to the Custis estate and ownership passed to her grandchildren. Ann Pamela Cunningham
founded the Association in It was a daunting task. But the Associationâ€”with the help of countless American
citizensâ€”worked tirelessly to save Mount Vernon and of its acres. Over the years, many prominent people
contributed to the cause such as Henry Ford and Thomas Edison. The estate faced potential destruction during
the Civil War but was declared neutral ground and remained open to the public and intact. The Association
continues to work to safeguard the integrity of Mount Vernon and its stories. Mount Vernon Tours The
Museum and Education Center has 23 galleries and theaters featuring interactive exhibits and short historic
films. It also houses more than objects and artifacts related to Mount Vernon and its famous residents. Pets are
welcome in many areas of the estate. Special tours and activities are available including period reenactments
and demonstrations. Some events are included with admission, others cost a nominal fee.
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Chapter 3 : Mount Vernon - HISTORY
The Shops at Mount Vernon offer a series of shopping experiences, with unique gifts, reproductions of Mount Vernon
treasures, and toys and games from a bygone era.

Email 23 Shares Love history? Her family loved their visit to the plantation home of the first United States
President. This estate offers history, nature and more. Complimentary tickets were provided for this review.
Looking for more travel ideas? Check out our travel page. Parking was simple but we struggled a little to find
the entrance once we got out of the car. The signs are sufficient but they are small and we wandered a few
minutes before we found the path leading to the main entrance to pick up our tickets. The Estate at Mount
Vernon After picking up our tickets â€” a few complimentary media passes plus a few paid passes â€” we
headed through the museum entrance in order to head to the historic home itself. Our tickets had a time
stamped on them for when our tour was scheduled to begin. The kids as well as myself and my sister-in-law
who was visiting with us loved the giant model â€” all of the perfect interior features were fun to examine.
There were even little rolled towels on the shelves and perfect cutlery on the dining room table. The walk up
to the home is flat and easy to traverse and the grounds were not at all crowded on our visit. You see the lawn
of the back of Mount Vernon as you walk and I realized after the visit was complete that I always assumed
that was the front of the home, but actually the side facing the Potomac River with the long porch type setting
looks more like the front to me. We had to wait only a short time for our tour to begin and the line moved
quickly and the waiting was spent almost entirely in the shade â€” for which we were all grateful as the day
was getting considerably warmer with each passing minute. Very professional and polite, the staff and tour
guides worked seamlessly together and presented their information in easy conversational tones. The home is
simple and elegant and lovely and extravagant, all at the same time. Unlike some mansions and historical sites
our family has visited over the years, Mount Vernon feels accessible and welcoming. Livable â€” I think.
Which seems like the very feeling George Washington and his wife Martha wished the home to have actually.
The grounds at Mount Vernon The grounds are in perfect condition and made for a lovely morning of
strolling. My kids were especially enthralled by the gigantic Tulip Poplar that was planted in by George
Washington himself. This tree also was the background for my favorite picture from our trip. It feels a little
magical to touch a tree the first president planted. Had the day been less on the warm side I think we all could
have strolled for another hour. As it was, however, the kids welcomed the opportunity to ride the shuttle from
the house to the wharf. The sixteen-sided barn near the wharf is a clever creation by Washington to allow draft
horses to do the burdensome work of separating the wheat berries from the stalks. A short walk brought us
back by the house where we had already visited the blacksmith shop and the gardens and the animal pens. My
seven-year-old thought the piglets especially cute. At first the kids, hungry and hot, moaned at my suggestion
of walking through and seeing the exhibits. They all quickly changed their tune though as we entered the
building. Immediately you learn about a group of historians creating life-like wax figures of George
Washington at various ages. Then you get to see those figures up close and personal. The museum is also
filled with family-friendly exhibits that engage both grown ups and kids. There is a hands-on history room
where kids can reconstruct artifacts and read books and play with a model home of Mount Vernon , dress up in
costumes and even take coloring pages and activities home with them for the drive back south. Our family
spent about two and half hours at Mount Vernon.
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The beautiful riverside estate of George Washington includes the iconic Mansion, outbuildings, tomb and working
blacksmith shop and farm. The Orientation Center, and Museum and Education Center feature interactive exhibits and
immersive experiences as well as over artifacts.

When George Washington inherited the property, he retained the name. As completed and seen today, the
house is in a loose Palladian style. The principal block, dating from about , was a one story house with a
garret. There were also one-story extension added to the north and south ends of the house, these would be
torn down during the next building phase. A two-storied wing was added to the south side. Two years later a
large two-story room was added to the north side. These secondary wings, which house the servants hall on
the northern side and the kitchen on the southern side, are connected to the corps de logis by symmetrical,
quadrant colonnades , built in The corps de logis and secondary wings have hipped roofs with dormers. In
addition to its second story, the importance of the corps de logis is further emphasized by two large chimneys
piercing the roof, and by a cupola surmounting the center of the house; this octagonal focal point has a short
spire topped by a gilded dove of peace. Instead they range from severe Palladianism to a finer and later
neoclassicism in the style of Robert Adam. In the West Parlour and Small Dining rooms there are doorcases
complete with ionic columns and full pediments, whereas in the hall and passageways the doors are given
broken pediments supported only by an architrave. It is a simply furnished room Washington used as a
combined bathroom, dressing room and office; the room was so private that few contemporary descriptions
exist. Its walls are lined with naturally grained paneling and matching bookcases. When it was donated to
Washington by the English merchant Samuel Vaughan , Washington was initially reluctant to accept the gift,
stating that it was: Throughout, George Washington and his family are evident through portraits and former
possessions, expressing the preservation of the mansion as a personal memorial to the Washingtons as well as
a nationally important museum. Lee , which were planted in by George Washington and now crowd the entry
path. A carriage road skirts a grassy bowling green to approach the mansion entrance. To each side of the
green is a garden, contained by a red brick wall. The upper garden, located to the north, is bordered by the
greenhouse. A paddock and stable are on the southern border of the garden; east of them, a little down the
hillside, is the icehouse. The original tomb is located along the river. The newer tomb in which the bodies of
George and Martha Washington have rested since is south of the fruit garden; the slave burial ground is
nearby, a little farther down the hillside. The site is open for scholarship by appointment only. History[ edit ]
John Washington â€”77 [ edit ] In , John Washington the great-grandfather of President Washington and his
friend Nicholas Spencer came into possession of the land from which Mount Vernon plantation would be
carved, originally known by its Indian name of Epsewasson. George Washington â€” [ edit ] Mount Vernon
with the Washington family on the terrace Benjamin Henry Latrobe Lawrence died in July , and his will
stipulated that his widow should own a life estate in Mount Vernon, the remainder interest falling to his
half-brother George; George Washington was already living at Mount Vernon and probably managing the
plantation. Upon the death of Anne Fairfax in , he succeeded to the remainder interest and became sole owner
of the property. Washington had rooms added to the north and south ends, unifying the whole with the
addition of the cupola and two-story piazza overlooking the Potomac River. The final expansion increased the
mansion to 21 rooms and an area of 11, square feet. A friend of George Washington, to whom he leased his
home, Ariss was the great-grandson of Col. Nicholas Spencer, the original patentee of Mount Vernon with the
Washingtons. Most architectural historians believe that the design of Mount Vernon is solely attributable to
Washington alone and that the involvement of any other architects is based on conjecture. He took a scientific
approach to farming and kept extensive and meticulous records of both labor and results. In a letter dated 20
September , Washington writes about receiving poor returns for his tobacco production: Can it be otherwise
than a little mortifying then to find, that we, who raise none but Sweetscented Tobacco, and endeavour I may
venture to add, to be careful in the management of it, however we fail in the execution, and who by a close and
fixed corrispondance with you, contribute so largely to the dispatch of your Ships in this Country shoud [ sic ]
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meet with such unprofitable returns? In order thereto you woud do me a singular favour in advising of the
general price one might expect for good Hemp in your Port watered and prepared according to Act of
Parliament, with an estimate of the freight, and all other Incident charges pr. Tonn that I may form some Idea
of the profits resulting from the growth. I should be very glad to know at the sametime how rough and
undressd Flax has generally, and may probably sell; for this year I have made an Essay in both, and altho I
suffer pretty considerably by the attempt, owing principally to the severity of the Drougth [ sic ], and my
inexperience in the management I am not altogether discouraged from a further prosecution of the Scheme
provided I find the Sales with you are not clogd with too much difficulty and expence. Map of the estate,
drawn by Washington The tobacco market had declined and many planters in northern Virginia converted to
mixed crops. Like them, by Washington had ceased growing tobacco at Mount Vernon and replaced the crop
with wheat, corn, and other grains. Besides hemp and flax, he experimented with 60 other crops including
cotton and silk. He built and operated a small fishing fleet, permitting Mount Vernon to export fish.
Washington also practiced the selective breeding of sheep in an effort to produce better quality wool. The new
crops were less labor-intensive than tobacco; hence, the estate had a surplus of slaves. But Washington refused
to break up families for sale. Washington began to hire skilled indentured servants from Europe to train the
redundant slaves for service on and off the estate. It is estimated that during his two terms as President of the
United States â€” , Washington spent a total of days in residence at Mount Vernon. After his presidency,
Washington tended to repairs to the buildings, socializing, and further gardening. Of the slaves at Mount
Vernon in , a little less than half, individuals, belonged to George Washington and were set free under the
terms of his will. Neither George nor Martha Washington could free these slaves by law. Upon her death, they
reverted to the Custis estate and were divided among her grandchildren. By , slaves at Mount Vernon were
part of this dower property. Children without parents, or those whose families were too poor or indifferent to
see to their education, were to be bound out or apprenticed to masters and mistresses who would teach them
reading, writing, and a useful trade, until they were ultimately freed at the age of twenty-five. The slaves
finally received their freedom on 1 January He ate his supper later that evening without changing from his wet
clothes. The following day, he awoke with a severe sore throat either quinsy or acute epiglottitis and became
increasingly hoarse as the day progressed. All the available medical treatments failed to improve his condition,
and he died at Mount Vernon at around 10pm on Saturday, 14 December , aged On 18 December , a funeral
was held at Mount Vernon, where his body was interred. Southerners who wanted his body to remain at
Mount Vernon defeated the measure. This was not executed until , the centennial of his birth. The need for a
new tomb was confirmed when an unsuccessful attempt was made to steal his skull See: Southern opposition
was intense, exacerbated by an ever-growing rift between North and South. Remove the remains of our
venerated Washington from their association with the remains of his consort and his ancestors from Mount
Vernon and from his native State, deposit them in this capitol, and then let a severance of the Union occur and
behold the remains of Washington on a shore foreign to his native soil. The largest part of his estate, which
included both his papers and Mount Vernon, passed to his nephew, Bushrod Washington an Associate Justice
of the Supreme Court of the United States. He sold some of his own slaves to gain working capital. After he
died in , his wife, Jane Charlotte inherited the estate, but her son began managing it. As his funds dwindled
and the wear and tear of hundreds of visitors began to take its toll, Washington could do little to maintain the
mansion and its surroundings. Troops from both the Union and the Confederacy toured the building. The two
women caretakers asked that the soldiers leave their arms behind and either change to civilian clothes or at
least cover their uniforms. They usually did as asked. Using that knowledge, Dodge oversaw the restoration of
the site and put in place a number of improvements Washington had planned but never implemented. He
oversaw restoration of the house and planted greenery consistent with what was used in the 18th century. In , a
campaign he organized was successful in preserving as parkland areas in Maryland across the Potomac River
from Mount Vernon, as part of an effort to retain the bucolic vista from the house. Frank Coleman, spokesman
for the Distilled Spirits Council that funded the reconstruction, said the distillery "will become the equivalent
of a national distillery museum" and serve as a gateway to the American Whiskey Trail. Its income is derived
from charitable donations and the sales of tickets, produce and goods to visitors. The Liberty Issue was
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originally planned to honor six presidents, six famous Americans, and six historic national shrines.
Development and improvement of the estate is an ongoing concern. Vernon was put on the tentative list for
World Heritage Site status in the early s. It was submitted but failed to get approved.
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Chapter 5 : Mount Vernon, WA - Mount Vernon, Washington Map & Directions - MapQuest
At George Washington's Mount Vernon, a luscious crop of cannabis nears harvest time. The landmark home is part of
an effort to return industrial hemp to its historical context and promote its.

Later on, Harrison Clothier came to the community in to teach school and join in business with a former
student, E. A post office was established in November with Clothier appointed postmaster. The city was
named after Mount Vernon , the plantation estate and resting place of George Washington. While poised to
grow, river access to the community was stymied by a massive and ancient log jam in the river which
prevented large ships from being able to port. Mail carriers instead had to paddle canoes down-stream to
nearby Skagit City. The mining activity at nearby Ruby Creek spurred growth for a short time in , gaining the
city a new hotel, but little else was accomplished when the mines proved to be shallow. More logging
operations were established but were not profitable due to the low price of logs at the time. The only thing it
was lacking was a railroad connection to the outside world, especially, Everett , Seattle and Vancouver, B. A
committee was appointed in to negotiate with railroads on line placement. Their efforts paid off when the
Great Northern Railway agreed to lay their line through the city. This was completed in This deal fell through
after the railroad was acquired by Northern Pacific Railway who chose to lay tracks further east through
Sedro-Woolley in Mount Vernon was officially incorporated on July 5, That same year, a large brick
courthouse was built on Main street, which still stands today. The city experienced its first of many fires in
when several blocks along the waterfront were destroyed. Growth slowed considerably after the Panic of
Following a large flood in , the first dike was built along the Skagit River. Fire would destroy more downtown
businesses in The city finally received a water system in after a failed attempt in The line opened on August
31, , with passenger trips to Bellingham every two hours during the day and freight operating at night. Mount
Vernon business owners soon began pressuring the railway company, since renamed the Pacific Northwest
Traction Company, to extend the rails south to connect with the interurban line in Everett. The completion of
the Pacific Highway between Seattle and Bellingham in posed a great threat to the still incomplete interurban
line. After a series of accidents and bridge wash outs , passenger service on the money-losing line was
permanently suspended in June Through the early s, the Lincoln was a movie theater showing first-run films
and now hosts live theatrical performances and concerts while also showcasing classic, as well as
contemporary, movies year-round. The Lincoln is one of only 98 theaters in the United States that still
possesses its original Wurlitzer theatre organ , which is often played prior to a show. Climate data for Mount
Vernon â€” Month.
Chapter 6 : Mount Vernon - Wikipedia
George Washington faced during his time as General of the Continental Army and as President at the Be Washington
interactive exhibit at George Washington's Mount Vernon. The experience is a fun and fascinating way to dive into
United States history.

Chapter 7 : Take an Educational Field Trip to George Washington's Mount Vernon
Dean Norton, director of horticulture at George Washington's Mount Vernon, pulls out his cellphone and cranks up some
Jimi Hendrix as he walks toward the cannabis patch on the founding father.

Chapter 8 : Mount Vernon, Washington - Wikipedia
Mount Vernon was the plantation house of George Washington, the first President of the United States, and his wife,
Martha Dandridge Custis calendrierdelascience.com estate is situated on the banks of the Potomac River in Fairfax
County, Virginia, near Alexandria, across from Prince George's County, Maryland.
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Chapter 9 : Be Washington at George Washingtons Mount Vernon in Historic Virginia
Mount Vernon is the county seat of Skagit County, Washington, United calendrierdelascience.com population was 31, at
the calendrierdelascience.com is one of two principal cities of and included in the Mount Vernon-Anacortes, Washington
Metropolitan Statistical Area.
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